

Retail
Our extensive range of products and services to retail customers
include CCTV Systems, Parking Control, Intruder Alarms, Access
Control, Fire Alarms and Key Holder Response.

CCTV
We supply and install CCTV systems throughout whole retail
premises, including the shop floor and stock room / warehouse
areas. The type of security camera that you choose will depend
on your specific usage requirements.
A CCTV BSEN50132-7 security system can be as simple as one
camera and one monitor linked to a PC or mobile device, or as
complex as dozens of cameras relaying the images they capture
to a bank of monitors.
Today’s technology allows us to install a camera that can pan,
tilt and zoom to focus on multiple areas, track movements, turn
itself on when it senses movements and send/record digital
quality images.

In poorly lighted areas, you might find it worth the extra expense
to invest in infrared security cameras. Hidden security cameras
may suit your needs for secret surveillance.
Parking Control
The new CAME GARD series barrier implements all of the
recommendations of the new European standards generated
by the new Machine Directives.
For openings of 4m and 8m, features include: integrated
photoelectric cells and command selectors, optional flashing
lamp, a tubular bar ideal for reducing the sail effect and
amperometric obstacle detection system in opening and
closing. These products are available in zinc plated coated
steel and stainless steel.
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The CAME 2.5m, 6m and 12m parking barriers (G2500, G6000
& G12000 models) are also available.

Numerous detectors can be installed which activate the fire alarm
control panel and indicate which zone has been triggered, giving
you or the fire brigade vital information.

Intruder Alarms

We can connect conventional fire alarm systems with other fire
alarm panels on your site or install communicators which are
monitored by our Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC) ensuring a rapid
response from the emergency services.

We can supply and install Audible Only and Hybrid Alarms,
including bells-only and automatic dialling alarms. We can also
implement Remote Signalling Alarms, including intruder alarms
terminating at approved central monitoring stations, offering
24 hour monitoring to alert local police.
Our alarms conform to the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO) Intruder Alarm Policy and are installed to DD 243,
PD662:2010 BS 6799 Class VI for wire-free alarms.
Complete systems can vary from a single zone system to
over 200 zone to protect larger premises. Our systems can
offer independent control of different zones within a building
combined with comprehensive event logs.
Access Control
Access control systems are designed to protect your business
premises by restricting and monitoring access from staff
members and visitors. We can implement both proximity
and swipe technology.
We specialise in the supply and installation of card reader and
keypad access control systems. Users can be assigned access
levels to enter only permitted areas. You can enter up to 10,00
users and control up to 130 doors.
We offer solutions ranging from simple intercom access,
proximity cards or fobs to advanced biometric systems
such a fingerprint and hand scan readers.
Whatever access control solution you choose we can integrate
it with other security systems for centralised management of
the site.
Fire Alarms
Conventional fire alarm systems are a cost effective way to
ensure you have a means of detecting and warning of fire.

PSL Security Systems was established in early 2000. Our goal
is to provide an extensive range of high quality products and
services at realistic prices to appeal to residential, commercial
/ industrial and retail customers.
Our ongoing commitment is to not only meet, but exceed
our customers expectations in both product quality and
customer service excellence. By doing this we have quickly
become a leading figure in the loss prevention industry in
our region.

Having the right fire alarm in place is your first priority, but great
consideration should be given to the response of an alarm out of
working hours. We can connect your fire alarm system to Duel
Com to ensure that the Fire Brigade or a 3rd party is contacted
whenever the alarm is raised.
Key Holder Response
An increasing number of businesses understand the risks
associated with having their own employees as a key holder.
With this in mind, more companies are now opting to manage
this risk by outsourcing their key holding to a professional
security company.
We have partnered with the biggest name in mobile security.
Securitas Mobile security guards are fully trained and licensed in
accordance with SIA/PSA regulations. They operate the largest
dedicated fleet of vehicles providing nation wide coverage via
a network of local branches for our key holding service.
We provide the fastest response times for key holding and
alarm response within the industry through the unique use of
our TracVault system. As your key holder, we ensure your keys
are secured on your site. In the event of an alarm activation our
nearest mobile patrol officer can attend, therefore reducing time
spent collecting keys from a central point.
Used in conjunction with our tracker and GPRS reporting system
we can provide a full three way auditing key holding service as
proof of service excellence.

  
Our product portfolio is impressive with an extensive range to
ensure we meet your security needs, whatever your budget.
PSL Security Systems will continue to be an industry leader,
providing high quality products and services throughout our
region and beyond.
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